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VULNERABILITY AND EXPOSURE
Footballer Scandals, Masculine 

Identity and Ethics
By Rob Cover (U. of Western Australia)

Cases of sexual assault, illicit drug use, binge drink-

ing, homophobia, violence, and other controversial be-

haviors that have become the norm in the reporting of

sports players’ lives in Australia. In utilizing scandal

to develop ways in which off-field behavior in sport

can be re-made as a relatively harmless event for

women, bystanders, and players, this study develops

an approach to ethics by showing that footballers are

well-placed to see the vulnerability of others through

their own vulnerability to injury, career breaks, and

loss of reputation.

GENDER

UNNAMED DESIRES
A Sydney Lesbian History
By Rebecca Jennings (Macquarie U.)

This is the first in-depth study of female same-sex desire in

20th-century Australia. It explores the compelling stories of

ordinary women who struggled to build lives and express their

love for other women in a hostile society. Focusing on Sydney

and New South Wales from 1930 to 1978, the research traces

the development of lesbian culture, identities, and gathering

places. Drawing on major oral history interviews

and archival research, Unnamed Desires offers fas-

cinating new insights into the social and cultural

history of mid-20th-century New South Wales.

200pp | Oct. 2015 | Disc. Price $27.96
978 1 922235 70 1 | p/b | $34.95
Monash Univ. Publishing

338pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $31.99
978 1 74258 649 6 | p/b | $39.99
Univ. of Western Australia Publishing

AUSTRALIAN FEMINIST JUDGMENTS
Righting and Rewriting Law
Ed. by Heather Douglas (U. of Queensland) et al.

Feminist academics, lawyers, and activists come together to

present an impressive collection of alternative judgments in a

series of Australian legal cases. By re-imagining original legal

decisions through a feminist lens, the included essays explore

the possibilities, limits, and implications of a feminist approach

to legal decision-making. Each case is accompanied by a brief commentary that

places it in legal and historical context and explains what the feminist re-writing

does differently to the original case. The cases

cover topics such as family law, sexual of-

fenses, and discrimination law.

492pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $56.00
978 1 84946 521 2 | p/b | $70.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford

GENDER TERRAINS IN AFRICAN CINEMA
By Dominica Dipio (Makerere U.)

Attaining its identity in the 1960s, African cinema is consid-

ered a post-colonial art form. Interest in this subject has led

author Dominica Dipio to analyze how cinema and the film-

maker are located within the predominantly patriarchal hege-

monic structure, as she addresses issues related to gender and,

in particular, the representation of women in African commu-

nities. The films selected for analysis are directed by male

filmmakers that are considered representative of African filmmaking, with a com-

prehensive analysis of how gender relations are reflected in the portrayal of the

women vis-a -vis their male counterparts.

242pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $28.00
978 1 86888 735 4 | p/b | $35.00
Unisa Press

MASCULINITIES IN POLITICS
On Gender Constructions within Political 

Youth Organizations in Greece
By Elektra Paschali

This study offers a critical analysis of the construction

of masculine subjectivities within political youth or-

ganizations in contemporary Greece. This theoretical

analysis brings together the topics of gender, sexuality,

violence, and power. It reveals the interrelations be-

tween socio-political structures, the political culture,

and masculinities, along with a focus on power dy-

namics that form gender and gender relations within

political organizations. The included empirical section

offers a detailed analysis of the specific situation of

political youth organizations in contemporary Greece.

200pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $35.96
978 3 643 90460 7 | p/b | $44.95
LIT Verlag

SEXUAL POLITICS IN MODERN IRELAND
Ed. by Jennifer Redmond 
(National U. of Ireland, Maynooth), et al.

Leading experts in the field of sexual and gender politics in

19th and 20th century Ireland contribute to the captivating

and controversial debate on sexuality in Irish society. This

innovative collection includes explorations of Irish lesbian

histories, the treatment of intersex persons, the patriarchal

system, prostitution, sex education, and the on-going and di-

visive issue of abortion. Ireland’s relationship between the

Church and State is investigated, along with the ‘double

standards’ attitude towards women and their position within

the law. New arguments made by the contributors offer a re-

examination of our under-

standing of the Irish State

and how it has treated, and

continues to treat, its people

on the basis of gender.

208pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $68.00
978 07165 32859 | h/b | $85.00
Irish Academic Press
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FAMILIES COPING
Effective Strategies for You and Your Child
By Erica Frydenberg (U. of Melbourne)

Happy families are the ones where parents can recognize both

their own and their children’s needs, and where the children are

resilient and are able to negotiate relationships with those

around them. This book builds upon these skills by bringing to-

gether two frameworks — positive parenting skills and the

transactional model of stress and coping — to create a program

of positive psychology aimed at par-

ents, children, and counseling profes-

sionals. Also included are exercises for

both parents and children.

FAMILY DYNAMICS AFTER SEPARATION
A Life Course Perspective on Post-Divorce Families
Ed. by Ulrike Zartler (U. of Vienna), 
Valerie Heintz-Martin (German Youth Inst., Munich) 
and Oliver Arránz Becker (U. of Cologne)

In many Western societies, there has been a tremendous in-

crease in family diversity over the course of the past few

decades. The increased instability of marital and non-marital

unions entails new challenges for both parents and children.

In this special issue of the Journal of Family Research, schol-

ars from different disciplines examine, from a life course per-

spective, how re-partnering processes work and how

relationships are rearranged in post-separation families. This

book contains valuable

information for those

that work in the social

service field.

292pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $55.20
978 3 8474 0686 0 | p/b | $69.00
Barbara Budrich Publishers

THE CHILD WHO DOESN’T SPEAK
Understanding and Supporting 
Children with Selective Mutism
By Heidi Omdal (U. of Agder)

How should teachers and parents react when a child consistently

does not speak in certain situations when speech is expected? What

seems to be the meaning of silence from the child's own perspec-

tive and from the perspectives of other children and adults? This

dissertation examines ‘selective mutism’ by observing everyday interactions be-

tween children with selective mutism and the other children and adults in schools

and homes. This book also contains inter-

views with former selectively mute adults, 

selectively mute children, along with parents

and teachers.

GLOBAL CHILDHOODS
By Monica Edwards (Stockport Coll.)

Beginning with the question of the meaning of child-

hood, Monica Edwards explores the historical, cul-

tural, and social views of childhood and children,

including the roles of race, class, and gender. She con-

siders parenting from a global perspective, and she

looks at the relationship between the state and children

by evaluating international approaches to education,

health, and welfare, as well as the ways inequalities

between the minority and majority world impact chil-

dren. Most importantly, the reader will be challenged

to reflect on how global perspectives can be used to

support an understanding of inclusion and diversity in

their practice. The role of childhood research in in-

forming these debates is also fully explored.

144pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $21.60
978 1 909682 69 6 | p/b | $27.00
Critical Publishing

UNDERSTANDING KINSHIP CARE 
OF CHILDREN IN AFRICA

A Family Environment or 
an Alternative Care Option?

By Usang Maria Assim (U. of the Western Cape)

In an era in which growing numbers of children face

orphanhood, this volume in the Comparative African
Legal Studies series could not be more relevant. With

increasing debates and controversies around child care

forms, such as foster care and the ever-growing need

for State support, it becomes critical to determine

whether kinship care is indeed alternative care or not.

Usang Maria Assim explores the legal and human

rights dimensions of kinship care, the preferred alterna-

tive to parental care in the African context.

280pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $66.00
978 94 6236 496 7 | p/b | $82.50
Eleven International Publishing

CHILDREN, YOUTH & PARENTING

OBSERVING CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
Beyond the Surface
By Gill Butler

The ability to observe and to process what is seen is crucial in

social work with children and families. Yet successive inquiries

into child deaths have demonstrated the problems faced by pro-

fessionals in doing what is superficially a very straightforward

task, highlighting the difficulties in seeing, thinking about, and

developing an understanding of the child's experience. Key the-

oretical concepts are brought together from developmental psychology and psycho-

analytic thinking in a way that enables

practitioners to inform and enrich their think-

ing. Useful case studies are presented.
144pp | Nov. 2015 | Disc. Price $21.60
978 1 910391 62 4 | p/b | $27.00
Critical Publishing

96pp | b&w ills. | 2015 | Disc. Price $31.96
978 1 74286 253 8 | Spiral | $39.95
ACER Press

156pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $39.96
978 82 83140 12 5 | p/b | $49.95
Portal Books
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GENDER AND EDUCATION 
FROM DIFFERENT ANGLES

Ed. by Malgorzata Jarecka-Zyluk (Pomeranian U.)
and Oliver Holz (KU Leuven)

This collection of scientific and practice-orientated pa-

pers discusses the topic of gender and education from

four angles: gender and teachers, teaching approaches,

labor market outcomes, and sexual education. Also in-

cluded is an analysis of the European project known as

‘EDGE: Education and Gender.’ A key aspect of the

project was testing curriculum material to find the ef-

fects of single-sex education on motivation. The re-

sults of this randomized experiment within secondary

education are included here.

SOCIAL WORK & EDUCATION

PSYCHOSOCIAL AND 
RELATIONSHIP-BASED PRACTICE
By Claudia Megele (Middlesex U.)

Social work is fundamentally a relationship-based profession.

From a psychosocial and relationship-based perspective, this

book offers a critical multidisciplinary analysis of UK case stud-

ies of social work interventions. Providing a description of each

case, it draws on psychodynamic theory, object relations theory,

attachment theory, relational psychoanalysis, and sociological theories and research

to present a critical interdisciplinary analysis of the dynamics and the outcomes of

each case. This provides the reader with a practical

psychosocial and relationship-based perspective

for analyzing their own cases.

200pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $26.40
978 1 909682 97 9 | p/b | $33.00
Critical Publishing

276pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $42.36
978 3 643 90519 2 | p/b | $52.95
LIT Verlag

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
FOR SOCIAL SCIENCES
By M. Thamilarasan (U. of Madras)

Social research is a systematized investigation to gain new

knowledge about social problems. Such research analyzes soci-

eties in order to reach an understanding of how humans form

the basis for all decisions and policies. In spite of the complex-

ities of human behavior and relations, it is possible to find gen-

eral patterns of social behavior and thus to make reasonable predictions. This book

ties together the two domains of knowledge,

namely qualitative and quantitative research tech-

niques. It is designed to invoke methodological

thinking among scholars and researchers.

212pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $38.00
978 81 7708 398 9 | h/b | $47.50
New Century Publications

UNDERSTANDING SUBSTANCE USE
Policy and Practice
By Elaine Arnull

This analytical and critical discussion of substance use policy

and practice in the UK outlines the key debates, research and is-

sues necessary for understanding effective policy and practice

engagement with substance use, users, and their communities.

The research findings demonstrates how policy and practice dis-

course has led to an increasingly moralized view of the substance

user in opposition to the community. The reader

is asked to engage reflectively with these issues

as they impact policy and practice.

160pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $22.40
978 1 909330 93 1 | p/b | $28.00
Critical Publishing

INSIDE THE BLACK BOX: 
EXPERIENCES & PERSPECTIVES 

OF YOUNG PEOPLE & 
PROFESSIONALS IN 

RESIDENTIAL YOUTH CARE
Ed. by Annemiek T. Harder, Erik J. Knorth 

and James P. Anglin

This volume of the the International Journal of Child
and Family Welfare includes the following contribu-

tions: inside perspectives on youth placements in resi-

dential care; exploration of the youth-adult

relationship in residential care; an ethnographic study

of a young woman living in secure care; the views of

male adolescents on the care process in a juvenile jus-

tice facility; the challenge of improving positive resi-

dential care practices in Portugal; and an analysis of

the views of group workers in residential youth care.

112pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $28.80
978 90 441 3226 7 | p/b | $36.00
Garant Publishers

A CLASS APART
Learning the Lessons of Education 
in Post-Devolution Wales
By Gareth Evans (Education Correspondent, 
The Western Mail, Wales)

Gareth Evans investigates the effectiveness of educational

policies in Wales that have been introduced by the Welsh

government since devolution. He uses the included research

to assess whether these policies have really created the po-

tential for Wales to become a ‘small, clever nation.’ Span-

ning all major policy developments since 1999, the legacies

of former Education Ministers Jane Davidson and Leighton

Andrews are examined. The big issues effecting educational

practitioners in Wales,

such as Welsh educa-

tion’s place on the world

stage, are also analyzed.

242pp | ills. | 2015 | Disc. Price $39.99
978 1 86057 123 7 | p/b | $49.99
Welsh Academic Press
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PLANET HOMELESS
Governance Arrangements in Amsterdam, 
Copenhagen, and Glasgow
By Nienke Boesveldt

Nowadays, homelessness is predominantly a local responsibility,

but local authorities have had limited success in addressing

homelessness for reasons including a lack of information and

fragmentation of services. In a new attempt to face up to these

challenges, some northern European metropolises have pub-

lished similar strategic approaches to ending homelessness. By studying their policy,

structure, and management style, this volume focuses on the impacts and outcomes of

these new governance arrangements on

the quality of service provision.

SPATIAL JUSTICE AND THE IRISH CRISIS
Ed. by Gerry Kearns, David Meredith and John Morrissey

Key political, economic, and social geographies have arisen

from the financial crisis to define contemporary Ireland. This

book offers a nuanced and geographically specific critique of

the everyday concerns of citizens, planners, and government

officials alike concerning austerity, social justice, and the con-

cept of ‘spatial justice.’ Each chapter offers a detailed exami-

nation of core aspects of the crisis and its management, in-

cluding issues of housing, planning and the environment,

health, education, migration, and unemployment. The ques-

tions of Irish policy, governmentality, public participation, and

active citizen-

ship are also

discussed.
292pp | b&w ills. | 2014 | Disc. Price $32.00
978 1 908996 36 7 | p/b | $40.00
Royal Irish Academy

REFRAMING PROSTITUTION
From Discourse to Description, 
from Moralisation to Normalisation?
Ed. by Nina Peršak and Gert Vermeulen

With contributions across the social science disciplines, the

essays included here explore several aspects of the multidi-

mensional phenomenon of prostitution. This valuable discus-

sion challenges the regulatory responses that frame our

thinking about prostitution. It promotes fresh debate about fu-

ture policy directions. The issues examined in-

clude: different ways in which prostitution is

being practiced in different places; the best prac-

tices in the regulation of prostitution; and the

wider social and psychological issues.

WOMEN’S RIGHTS 
TO SOCIAL SECURITY 

AND SOCIAL PROTECTION
Ed. by Beth Goldblatt (U. of Technology, Sydney)

and Lucie Lamarche (U. of Quebec)

From a women’s rights perspective, this collection ex-

amines the human right to social security and social

protection. The essays included here stress the need to

address women’s poverty and exclusion within a

human rights’ framework that takes into account gen-

der. Contributors explore the different approaches to

expansion of social protection in developing countries,

as well as discussing conditionality in cash transfer

programs, a central debate in social policy and devel-

opment. Also included is an analysis of the position of

poor women, particularly single mothers, in developed

countries facing the damaging consequences of wel-

fare cuts.

348pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $120.00
978 1 84946 692 9 | h/b | $150.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford

LAYERED INEQUALITIES
Land Grabbing, Collective Land Rights and
Afro-Descendant Resistance in Colombia

By Jairo Baquero Melo (Free U., Berlin)

Since the 1990s, thousands of Afro-descendants in

Colombia have benefited from collective land rights.

However, many peasants have been violently displaced

in order to introduce industrial crops. This book exam-

ines the layered inequalities in this process and ana-

lyzes the various paradoxes of recent Colombian

development policies: the agribusiness expansions

through land grabs; the land and labor conflicts that

have overlapped in regions with agribusiness; and both

the Afro-descendants and mestizos demand for land

rights.
458pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $47.96
978 3 643 90559 8 | p/b | $59.95
LIT Verlag

SOCIAL POLICY

SOCIAL POLICY AND SOCIAL 
DIMENSIONS ON VULNERABILITY
AND RESILIENCE IN EUROPE
Ed. by Birgit Bütow (U. of Salzburg) 
and María Luisa Gómez Jiménez (U. of Málaga)

Social problems are supposed to have its causes in individuals,

and therefore are not a consequence of socio-economic inequality.

Consequently, we find an increasing policy of self-activation and

self-help as substitutes for social work. Due to this, new types of

social vulnerabilities arise, causing new challenges for social work and social policy.

This book describes from an interdisciplinary

perspective the social dimensions of vulnerabil-

ity and resilience, as well as the necessity of

clarifying the scope and prospects of social

work in a developed society.

168pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $36.76
978 3 86649 363 6 | p/b | $45.95
Barbara Budrich Publishers

232pp | color ills. | 2015 | Disc. Price $66.00
978 94 6236 540 7 | p/b | $82.50
Eleven International Publishing

326pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $71.20
978 90 466 0673 5 | p/b | $89.00
Maklu Publishers
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CHILD MALTREATMENT 
AND HIGH RISK FAMILIES

By Julie Taylor (U. of Edinburgh) 
and Anne Lazenbatt (Queen’s U., Belfast)

Although physical abuse can occur in any family, it is

prevalent in particular sectors of society where fami-

lies may be vulnerable to a combination of complex

risk factors, such as domestic abuse, alcohol and drug

abuse, and mental health issues. These factors are

present in 34% of the UK’s Serious Case Reviews

(SCRs). This book provides an increased understand-

ing of the risk, analysis, impact, learning, and the cur-

rent landscape of the service delivery in relation to the

physical abuse of children living in high risk families.

HEALTH

PUBLIC CHILDCARE PROVISION 
AND FERTILITY BEHAVIOR
A Comparison of Sweden and Germany
By Sandra Krapf 
(Max Planck Inst. for Demographic Research)

One would expect that child care reconciles work and family and

thus positively affects childbearing. However, research results on

this relationship are inconsistent. Based on individual level data

sets for Germany and Sweden, Sandra Krapf ana-

lyzes two research questions. First, who makes use

of public childcare for children under three years of

age? Secondly, how do childcare policies shape first

birth decisions? The findings are included here.

232pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $33.56
978 3 86388 059 0 | p/b | $41.95
Budrich UniPress

150pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $31.20
978 1 780460 31 4 | p/b | $39.00
Dunedin Academic Press

ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL
Physical Activity and Mental Health in Adolescents
By Tommy Haugen (U. of Agder, Kristiansand, Norway)

A growing body of research argues that physical activity in vari-

ous forms may be beneficial for the mental health of adolescents.

However, less is known about why and for whom this relationship

is true. The role of the self as a possible change mechanism in the

relationship between physical activity participation and mental

well-being in adolescents is investigated. This research will help academics and pro-

fessionals move one step closer to knowing why and

for whom physical activity and mental health are re-

lated, and the individual characteristics that may in-

crease or reduce an individual’s responsiveness to

mental health gains.

110pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $28.00
978 82 83140 31 6 | p/b | $35.00
Portal Books

EARLY INTERVENTION
Supporting and Strengthening Families
Ed. by Sharon Vincent (U. of Wolverhampton)

Early investment in vulnerable families — both in terms of the

timing of early support or at the onset of issues — is more effec-

tive and cheaper than specialist support, which is offered only

once problems become complex. One of the best ways to keep

children safe is to enhance the quality of help received by fami-

lies, to redesign services around children’s and families’ needs,

and to provide early help through better inter-agency cooperation. This book examines

early intervention policies across the UK and the

promising practice initiatives which have been

designed to support vulnerable families.
160pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $31.20
978 1 780460 36 9 | p/b | $39.00
Dunedin Academic Press

CHILD PROTECTION, PUBLIC
HEALTH AND NURSING

Ed. by Jane Appleton and Sue Peckover

This examination of the vital role of nurses throughout

Europe — with a special focus on the UK — in pro-

tecting children from maltreatment draws on relevant

theoretical, research, and policy literature, but focuses,

in particular, on the input of nurses from different dis-

ciplines to the work in protecting children and young

people. Contributors to this important study discuss

specialist public health nursing roles, such as health

visiting and school nursing, as well as the contribution

of those who have more general nursing roles but

whose work brings them into contact with children,

young people, and their families.

110pp | Nov. 2015 | Disc. Price $31.20
978 1 780460 45 1 | p/b | $39.00
Dunedin Academic Press

EDUCATION, MEDIA AND 
SEXUALITY HEALTH SERVICES 
FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN
20 Years Experience of China’s Policy and Practice
By Jin Chi, Wei Bu and Wenli Liu

To celebrate the 20th anniversary of the 4th World Confer-

ence on Women, these collected papers systematically sum-

marize the strategies and good practices regarding women’s

and girls’ education and development in China in the past

two decades, so as to present national experiences in the

promotion of rural women’s empowerment and gender

equality. Chapters include: the adoption of gender and de-

velopment perspectives; the integration of a macro develop-

ment context and typical case

studies; the reflection of multi-

disciplinary approaches; and

the contribution to international

concerns and dialogue.

248pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $47.20
978 1 84464 408 7 | p/b | $59.00
Paths International
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FACE WORK AND SOCIAL MEDIA
Ed. by Kristina Bedijs, Gudrun Held and Christiane Maaß

On platforms such as Facebook and Twitter, message boards

and blogs, users interact as if they know each other personally.

Malicious behavior is found next to clapping and kissing

emoticons, both indicative of users’ relational work strategies.

This collection examines “face work” in social media — theo-

retical reflections, as well as corpus-based studies — thus

opening the way to rethink linguistic pragmatics in computer-

mediated communication. Contributiors cover a wide range of topics, including:

construction of group identity in social media;

multilingualism in Facebook groups; online “flam-

ing”; and the perception-oriented politeness ap-

proach for online message boards.

EARTH AND INDUSTRY
Stories from Gippsland
Ed. by Erik Eklund and Julie Fenley 
(Both at Monash U., Gippsland)

Gippsland in Victoria, Australia, is built upon a many-lay-

ered history of environmental changes and modifications.

Chapters offer an encompassing portrait of the region, ex-

ploring its historical, social, and geographical diversity. The

result is a story of challenges, hardships, and conflicts, as

well as resourcefulness and innovation. This volume takes

into account Aboriginal and ‘white’ relations, ‘old’ and ‘new’

forms of pastoralism, agriculture, water and coastal manage-

ment, fishing, mining, industrialization, forestry, heritage

management, and increasing political tensions in relation to

the environment.
200pp | Nov. 2015 | Disc. Price $31.96
978 1 922235 04 6 | p/b | $39.95
Monash Univ. Publishing

IS IT ‘CAUSE IT’S COOL?
Affective Encounters with American Culture
Ed. by Astrid M. Fellner (Saarland U.), et al.

Even a global political watershed, such as the end of the Cold

War, seems to have left a fundamental characteristic of cultural re-

lations between the US and the rest of the world unchanged:

American popular culture still stirs up emotion. What is it that

continues to make ‘American’ popular culture ‘cool?’ Which role

does ‘cool’ play in the consumers’ affective encounters with ‘America?’ This vol-

ume of essays offers new insights on the post-Cold War dissemination of Ameri-

can popular culture, exploring the manifold ways in which ‘cool’ has emerged as

an elusive, yet determining, factor of an Amer-

ican culture gone global.

IN THE SHADOWS OF MEMORY
The Holocaust and the Third Generation

Ed. by Esther Jilovsky (U. of Melbourne), Jordana
Silverstein and David Slucki (Coll. of Charleston)

This exploration of the experiences of the Third Gen-

eration — the grandchildren of Holocaust survivors

who have particular relationships to the Holocaust,

mediated through their interactions with their parents,

grandparents, and communities — is the first of its

kind. It innovatively combines questions of trauma

and its transmission across generations with autobio-

graphical accounts. The contributors include histori-

ans, literary and cultural studies scholars

psychologists, and sociologists, together with autobio-

graphical narratives from members of the Third Gen-

eration, which illuminate the scholarly research

presented.

300pp | b&w ills. | Nov. 2015 | Disc. Price $71.96
978 085303 928 0 | h/b | $89.95
Vallentine Mitchell

ETHNIC MINORITIES 
AND MEDIA IN THE HOLY LAND

Ed. by Dan Caspi and Nelly Elias 
(Both at Ben-Gurion U. of the Negev)

Editors Dan Caspi and Nelly Elias, alongside their as-
sembled contributors, shine a necessary spotlight on
ethnic minorities and media in Israel today....[T]he
book invites us to move beyond easy ‘melting pot’
metaphors and comforting ideas of ‘multiculturalism’.
It does so to better discern Israel’s minorities and their
struggles for media representation and change. An in-
sightful collection of studies.
~ Prof. Simon Cottle, Cardiff U.

264pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $71.96
978 0 85303 897 9 | h/b | $89.95
Vallentine Mitchell

CULTURE/MEDIA STUDIES

CREATING AND CROSSING 
BOUNDARIES IN ETHIOPIA
Dynamics of Social Categorization and Differentiation
Ed. by Susanne Epple (Addis Ababa U.)

Ethiopia is best understood as a country with multiple internal

divides, but also endless interconnections which are constantly

renegotiated. Experienced Ethiopian and international scholars

offer perspectives on territorial, ethnic, class, caste, gender, and

age-related boundaries in different parts of the country. The es-

says included here contribute to the growing liter-

ature on the country’s cultural diversity by

offering special emphasis on the contemporary

dynamics of intra- and intergroup boundary for-

mation and alteration.

266pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $35.96
978 3 643 90534 5 | p/b | $44.95
LIT Verlag

478pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $35.96
978 3 643 90435 5 | p/b | $44.95
LIT Verlag

368pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $47.96
978 3 643 50553 8 | p/b | $59.95
LIT Verlag
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DIETRICH BONHOEFFER’S 
ECUMENICAL QUEST

By Keith Clements

“....What I have not known but learned by reading
Keith Clements’ new book, Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s Ecu-

menical Quest, was how important Catholicism was in
shaping his view of the church universal and, indeed,
his own theology. So now those of us who have long
seen Bonhoeffer as a model of how to stand against
evil in tortuous times can add to that picture Bonhoef-
fer as a model for how to learn from and engage with
a faith tradition different from our own.”
~ Bill Tammeus, National Catholic Reporter, 

June 2015

RELIGION

THE IMPACT OF RELIGION ON SOCIAL 
COHESION, SOCIAL CAPITAL FORMATION,
AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN DIFFERENT
CULTURAL CONTEXTS
Entering the Field in International 
and Interdisciplinary Perspectives
Ed. by Wilhelm Gräb and Lars Charbonnier 
(Both at Humboldt U., Berlin)

The role of religion and religious institutions are often expected to be relevant to society,

but, until today, issues stemming from social devel-

opment were seldom raised from a theological per-

spective. This volume opens the discourses on social

cohesion, social capital formation, and social devel-

opment for the theological debate.

172pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $35.96
978 3 643 90464 5 | p/b | $44.95
LIT Verlag

344pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $16.00
978 2 8254 1656 3 | p/b | $20.00
World Council of Churches

CHANGING THE IMMUTABLE
How Orthodox Judaism Rewrites Its History
By Marc B. Shapiro (U. of Scranton)

How have segments of Judaism’s Orthodox society taken it

upon themselves to rewrite the past by covering up and cutting

out that which does not fit their own world view? Author Marc

Shapiro considers the concepts of history that underlie such

changes, looking at how some Orthodox historiography sees

truth as entirely instrumental. Drawing on the words of leading rabbis, he shows

that what is important here is not historical truth but a truth that leads to observance

and faith in the Sages. He concludes with a discussion of the concept of truth in the

Jewish tradition, and when this truth

can be altered. 364pp | b&w ills. | 2015 | Disc. Price $31.96
978 1 904113 60 7 | h/b | $39.95
The Littman Library of Jewish Civilization

STRIVING FOR ALLAH
Purification and Resistance among Fundamentalist
Muslims in the Netherlands
By Fiore Geelhoed (VU U., Amsterdam)

Islamic fundamentalist movements, such as Salafism, are of

great concern to Western societies like the Netherlands, yet

much remains unknown about these phenomena. Fiore Geelhoed

fills in the blanks by presenting primary data from in-depth

qualitative research in the Netherlands to show that Dutch Mus-

lim fundamentalists are not as 'other' as is commonly assumed,

and that Islamic fundamentalism among the

Dutch and other Western Muslims is, to a

large extent, a Western phenomenon.

282pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $48.80
978 94 6236 493 6 | p/b | $61.00
Eleven International Publishing

YOUTH WORK AND FAITH
Debates, Delights and Dilemmas
Ed. by Mark K. Smith, Naomi Stanton 

(Both at YMCA George Williams Coll., London) 
and Tom Wylie (CEO, National Youth Agency)

Following the recent decline in statutory youth work

provisions, and alongside growth in the faith-based

sectors, thinking about youth work and faith is crucial.

This unique book draws on the debates and dilemmas

of the relationship between youth work and faith in the

UK. It is informed by a range of perspectives, from

specific faith traditions, as well as cross-cutting issues,

and it will enhance both practice and study. The contri-

butions cover a range of topics, including Jewish,

Christian, and Muslim youth work, and finding a mid-

dle way between faith-based and secular youth/com-

munity work courses.

174pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $23.96
978 1 905541 86 7 | p/b | $29.95
Russell House Publishing

WOMEN’S RITUALS 
AND CEREMONIES IN SHIITE IRAN 
AND MUSLIM COMMUNITIES
Methodological and Theoretical Challenges
Ed. by Pedram Khosronejad (U. of St. Andrews)

Contributors from varying backgrounds present and discuss

different aspects of their experience with regard to Muslim

women’s rituals and devotional practices in Shiite Iran. By

studying these experiences, the aim of this book is to

broaden the understanding of women’s devotional lives, as

well as to call attention to general social change. With many

of the contributions based on field research, direct observa-

tion, and participation in rituals, this research provides a

unique opportunity to better understand methodological

challenges related to gender

issues and field research

among Muslim communities.
152pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $35.96
978 3 643 90605 2 | p/b | $44.95
LIT Verlag
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THE BOUNDARIES OF 'THE JAPANESE'
Volume 1: Okinawa 1818-1972 - 
Inclusion and Exclusion
By Eiji Oguma (Keio U.)
Translated by Leonie R. Stickland (Murdoch U.)

The dynamics of inclusion and exclusion have operated for cen-

turies in the island chain that constitutes Japan's southernmost

prefecture, Okinawa — otherwise known as the Ryukyu Islands.

Are the people of Okinawa 'Japanese' or not 'Japanese'? Answers

to this puzzling question are explored in this richly-detailed volume, written by one of

Japan's foremost public intellectuals, Eiji Oguma. Here, Oguma addresses issues of

Okinawan sovereignty and its

people's changing identity.

LOOKING FOR LAKSHMI
By Rajan Soni

It is February 1972, and author Rajan Soni has £200 stitched

into the inside pocket of his trousers. The 1,000-mile journey

across the ocean to his ancestral home in North Punjab lies

ahead. Soni weaves together aspects of both his African and

Indian inheritance to fashion the tale of his search for his

anonymous Indian grandmother, Bibiji, whose legacy is

shrouded in silence. The political and spiritual entwine as the

shadow of Bibiji is traced through generations of a family dis-

persed across continents. By turns restless, sardonic, lyrical,

reflexive, and quietly compassionate, this book is an engaging

new contribution to diasporic writing. The evocative narrative

straddles the emerging

discipline of Indian

Ocean studies and the

popular genre of life

writing.

134pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $15.20
978 1 86888 794 1 | p/b | $19.00
Unisa Press

ASIAN HORIZONS
Giuseppe Tucci’s Buddhist, Indian, 
Himalayan and Central Asian Studies
Ed. by A. A. Di Castro & David Templeman (Both at Monash U.)

This gedenkschrift is published in honor of the great scholar of

Asia, Professor Giuseppe Tucci (1894-1984). He is renowned to

this day as a founding scholar in an extraordinarily wide variety of

cultural disciplines (philosophy, religion, etc.), as well as being an

explorer of hitherto largely unknown lands, such as Tibet. Tucci’s

contribution to modern scholarship is noth-

ing less than remarkable. Through the work

of present-day scholars, this book serves as

an homage to his work.

GLOBALIZING JAPAN
Striving to Engage the World

By Ross E. Mouer

As the Japanese economy emerged from two decades

of stagnant growth, there was wide consensus that

both its economy and internal policy debates would

benefit from being more fully engaged in activity out-

side its borders. Ross Mouer considers the efforts of

policy makers to reorient Japan to the outside world

using four strategies: enhancing the involvement of

Japanese in global networks; improving English lan-

guage skills; hiring more foreign labor; and creating

favourable images of Japanese society abroad. This

volume provides insight into some of the critical

choices which will shape Japanese globalization.

350pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $31.96
978 1 920901 55 4 | p/b | $39.95
Trans Pacific Press

A CHANGING CHINA: DAY TO DAY
LIFE IN THE NEW CENTURY

By Yuan Yue (CEO, Feimalv) and Zhang Jun (CEO,
Horizon Research Consultancy Group)

This vivid and detailed analysis of life in modern

China brings together researchers, sociologists, entre-

preneurs, and the findings of 20 years of polling re-

search to show how the people of China have coped

with the immense changes to their lives in the past two

decades. Written by leading executives at the Beijing-

based Horizon Research Consultancy Group, nearly all

aspects of life in China, including love and marriage,

changing family relations, fast food, fashion, work and

careers, migrant laborers, real estate, investment, shop-

ping online, health care, etc., are discussed.

158pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $96.00
978 1 84464 361 5 | h/b | $120.00
Paths International

ASIAN STUDIES

SOUTH ASIA IN THE GLOBALISED WORLD
Ed. by C. Vinodan (Mahatma Gandhi U.)

The world is experiencing a strategic transition from the short-

lived post-Cold War unipolar system to a new and complex con-

figuration of international relations. In this fast-changing global

scenario, the important role of South Asia has come to be felt

more than ever before. South Asia, which consists of more than

one-fifth of the world's population, has emerged as a vital region

in the emerging global order due to its geo-strategic significance,

growing economic dynamism, fragile State struc-

tures, and crisis in governance. This in-depth re-

search provides insights into the complex nature

of South Asia.

346pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $57.40
978 81 7708 347 7 | h/b | $71.75
New Century Publications

430pp | h/b & p/b 2014
978 1 920901 48 6 | h/b | $99.95 | Disc. Price $79.96
978 1 920901 42 4 | p/b | $39.95 | Disc. Price $31.96
Trans Pacific Press

656pp | ills. | 2015 | Disc. Price $79.96
978 1 922235 33 6 | p/b | $99.95
Monash Univ. Publishing
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BEING AT HOME
Race, Institutional Culture and Transformation
at South African Higher Education Institutions

Ed. by Pedro Tabensky and Sally Matthews 
(Both at Rhodes U.)

This is arguably one of the three most important books
on higher education transformation in South Africa to
have emerged in the last decade. The richly textured
stories might come from one institution, Rhodes Uni-
versity, but they are hung onto compelling theories of
institutional culture and change, giving the book
meaning and relevance to universities “at home” and
abroad....Highly recommended.
~ Jonathan D. Jansen, Visiting Scholar, Stanford U.

AFRICAN STUDIES

UBUNTU
Curating the Archive
Ed. by Leonhard Praeg and Siphokazi Magadla 
(Both at Rhodes U., Grahamstown)

In South Africa, ubuntu is the term for a kind of humanist philos-

ophy, ethic, or ideology. This book contextualizes the discourse

on ubuntu within the wider historical framework of postcolonial

attempts to rearticulate African humanism as an emancipatory

ideology. As such, the emergence of ubuntu as a postcolonial phi-

losophy is posited as both a function of and a criti-

cal response to Western modernity. Contributors

from a range of disciplines address the question of

whether the notion of a ‘shared humanity’ still has

relevance for South African’s future.

246pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $24.76
978 1 86914 265 0 | p/b | $30.95
Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal Press

328pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $25.60
978 1 86914 290 2 | p/b | $32.00
Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal Press

CONVERSATIONS OF MOTHERHOOD
South African Women’s Writing across Traditions
By Ksenia Robbe (Leiden U.)

The subject of ‘motherhood’ is interwoven with themes of sur-

vival, power, and identity. Motherhood is also at the heart of

any consideration of women’s writing. Ksenia Robbe charts

common themes, intersecting experiences, and related topics

within the cultural specificities of South African society, by ex-

ploring seminal novels by South African authors, written in

English and Afrikaans from the 1970s to 2010, through the prism of motherhood.

Drawing on the work of theorist Mikhail

Bakhtin, a transcultural approach to the study

of literature and literary culture in postcolonial

multilingual societies is used.

328pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $26.80
978 1 86914 288 9 | p/b | $33.50
Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal Press

HUMAN RIGHTS & HUMAN WRONGS
A Life Confronting Racism
By Colin Tatz (Australian National U.)

Born and educated in South Africa, Colin Tatz worked to expose

that nation’s centuries-old apartheid regimes before leaving for

what he thought would be a more enlightened nation, only to find

in Australia striking parallels of that other dismal universe. As a

researcher, writer, and activist, he has dedicated his life to con-

fronting what people do to others on the basis of their race or

ethnicity. His story is an important one for all who are interested in the struggle to

achieve social justice for minorities

and marginalized peoples.402pp | b&w ills. | 2015 | Disc. Price $27.96
978 1 922235 68 8 | p/b | $34.95
Monash Univ. Publishing

NARRATING (HI)STORIES 
IN WEST AFRICA

Ed. by Bea Lundt (Europe-U. of Flensburg) 
and Ulrich Marzolph (U. of Göttingen)

In contrast to many other regions of the world, West

Africa’s traditional oral narratives are still thriving.

While verbal art is posited in between activities of

preservation and a gradual adaption to the exigencies

of modern life, local and regional researchers are ac-

tively engaged in studying the related processes. West

African scholars from different disciplines present

their research, discuss current research topics, and re-

flect new perspectives on narratives in and about West

Africa. Their studies provide challenging new perspec-

tives on the state of narrative culture and related re-

search in contemporary West Africa.

282pp | ills. | 2015 | Disc. Price $42.36
978 3 643 90503 1 | p/b | $52.95
LIT Verlag

ANTJIE KROG AND THE 
POST-APARTHEID PUBLIC SPHERE
Speaking Poetry to Power
By Anthea Garman (Rhodes U.)

Antjie Krog has been known in Afrikaans literary circles

and the South African media for decades because of her po-

etry and her strong political convictions. It was through her

work on the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and her

subsequent book, Country of My Skull, that she became

known across the world. Krog's inimitable style, rooted in

her sensibility as a poet, has allowed her to develop a partic-

ular persona and subjectivity as a writer of testimony and

witness. In this book, Anthea Garman considers how Krog,

the prolific poet, journalist, non-fiction book author, and

now also academic and researcher, has made a significant

contribution to the South

African post-apartheid

public sphere.

220pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $19.96
978 1 86914 293 3 | p/b | $24.95
Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal Press
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ANTHROPOLOGY AS A DRIVER 
FOR TOURISM RESEARCH
Ed. by Wils Munsters and Marjan Melkert

Inspired by the strongly increasing cross-fertilization between

anthropological research and tourism studies, this book provides

a rich and comprehensive overview of key topics within contem-

porary international research related to the anthropology of

tourism. It includes theoretical and methodological issues, field

studies, ethnographic museum policy, and the anthropological

contributions to tourism policy research and cultural tourism studies. The included re-

search will be of interest to researchers, lecturers, and students in the fields of anthro-

pology and tourism, as well as for policymakers

and practitioners.

THE GIDRA
Bow-Hunting and Sago Life in the Tropical Forest
By Toshio Kawabe

For 25 years, author Toshio Kawabe and his colleagues peri-

odically lived and worked among the traditional hunter-gath-

erer-cultivator Gidra people of the tropical wet lowland of

Papua New Guinea. The Gidra live within a treasure trove of

rich flora and fauna, but the decline of tropical forests has

been recognized as a global environmental issue. Kawabe ex-

amines the importance of such forests as complex ecosystems

and discusses the lessons that developed nations can learn

from people who live closely within nature. He describes the

way of life and the major subsistence activities in the diverse

environment of the Gidraland, as well as examining the skills

that have sustained the Gidra culture since the Stone Age.

296pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $71.96
978 1 920901 18 9 | h/b | $89.95
Trans Pacific Press, in assoc with Kyoto Univ. Press

NARRATIVES ON SAN ETHNICITY
The Cultural and Ecological Foundations of Lifeworld
among the !Xun of North-Central Namibia
By Akira Takada (Kyoto U.)

Long known to Western Europe as the ‘Bushmen,’ the San consist

of various groups distinguished by language, locale, and practice.

This book focuses on the !Xun who have lived in north-central

Namibia for centuries, and it adopts a life story approach to under-

stand the lived histories of the people. Also discussed are the inter-

ethnic relationships and the multi-dimensional associations with neighboring

groups, particularly the Owambo and

Akhoe. This research is a significant

addition to the small body of anthro-

pological studies on the !Xun.

WELCOMING THE STRANGER
Irish Migrant Welfare in Britain since 1957

By Patricia Kennedy (U. Coll., Dublin)
Foreword by Jimmy Deenihan

This is the untold history of Irish and British migration

in modern times and Anglo-Irish relations unfolding

over turbulent and politically sensitive decades. It also

is the story of the crucial work carried out by the Irish

Emigrant Chaplaincy on behalf of Irish emigrants in

Britain for over half a century. Based on archival re-

search and over 80 interviews with those who bene-

fited from, or administered, this vital service, the

hidden history revealed here includes: political in-

trigue, economic booms and busts, MI5, international

relations, miscarriages of justice, Papal Encyclicals,

and the struggle for equality and justice.

272pp | b&w ills. | 2015 | Disc. Price $68.00
978 0 7165 3294 1 | h/b | $85.00
Irish Academic Press

INTERNATIONAL 
MIGRANTS IN JAPAN

Contributions in an Era of Population Decline
Ed. by Yoshitaka Ishikawa

Japan faces multiple challenges in an era of population

decline, including a decreasing working-age popula-

tion. Using a geographical perspective, the necessity of

immigration and how foreign residents are helping to

alleviate the problem of population decline is examined

in contemporary Japan. As a 'new' country of immigra-

tion, the need to examine such questions as how for-

eign residents contribute to the labor market and how

governmental policies effect the settlement of foreign

nationals, is growing. Tackling these challenges and

examining the contributions that immigrants can make

to society are vital for Japan's future.

338pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $67.96
978 1 920901 91 2 | h/b | $84.95
Trans Pacific Press

ANTHROPOLOGY/MIGRATION

ZULU PLANT NAMES
By Adrian Koopman (Emeritus, U. of KwaZulu-Natal)

Zulu plant names do not just identify plants, they tell us much

more about the plant, as well as how it is perceived or used in

Zulu culture. For example, the plant names umakuphole ('let it

cool down') and icishamlilo ('put out the fire') refer to plants that

are used medicinally to treat fevers and inflammations, while

umhlulambazo ('what defeats the axe') tells us that this is a tree

with hard, dense wood. Professor Emeritus Adrian Koopman uses his 37 years of

teaching Zulu language and literature to detail the

complex relationship between these plants, the

Zulu language, and Zulu culture.
356pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $29.60
978 1 86914 281 0 | p/b | $37.00
Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal Press

256pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $36.80
978 90 441 3242 7 | p/b | $46.00
Garant Publishers

216pp | b&w ills. | 2015 | Disc. Price $67.96
978 1 920901 61 5 | h/b | $84.95
Trans Pacific Press
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BEYOND URBANISM
Urban(izing) Villages and the Mega-urban

Landscape in the Pearl River Delta in China
By Peter Herrle (Emeritus, Technische U., Berlin),

Josefine Fokdal (Technische U., Berlin) 
and Detlev Ipsen (Emeritus, U. of Kassel)

Large urban agglomerations are becoming more and

more common. In some cases, entire rural regions

have been urbanized in less than a decade. These

trends not only reflect an unprecedented quantitative

dimension of urbanization, but also the emergence of

new urban forms, thus posing new challenges to re-

gional planners, politicians, and urban governance ac-

tors. This book examines the process of urbanization

in villages along China's Pearl River Delta.

URBANIZATION

CITY AND CITIZENS IN MODERN CHINA: 
TOWARDS A SCIENTIFIC APPROACH TO
URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Ed. by the China City Development Academy, et al.

China’s cities have evolved radically in recent years. Due to this,

an examination must be made of these changes with a clear focus

on the well-being of those who now reside in them. This book of-

fers a comprehensive evaluation of the development of China’s key cities from the

unique perspective of scientific development. It includes all Chinese urban conurba-

tions, from prefecture level upwards, to en-

sure the results, observations, and analysis is

comprehensive and balanced.

232pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $78.40
978 1 84464 346 2 | h/b | $98.00
Paths International

188pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $35.96
978 3 643 90552 9 | p/b & DVD | $44.95
LIT Verlag

CONSERVED SPACES, 
ANCESTRAL PLACES
Conservation, History and Identity among Farm
Labourers in the Sundays River Valley, South Africa
By Teresa Connor (Fort Hare Institute of Social and Economic
Research in the Eastern Cape, South Africa)

Have residents around the new conservation zones in South

Africa really benefitted from models of co-management? Com-

bining a rich ethnography with social and political history, Teresa Conor examines

300 years of social conflict over land in South Africa’s frontier-like Sundays River

Valley, the scene of multiple displacements and the location of the extended Addo

Elephant National Park.

248pp | color ills. | 2014 | Disc. Price $21.60
978 1 86914 285 8 | p/b | $27.00
UUniv. of KwaZulu-Natal Press

BEYOND FUKUSHIMA
Toward a Post-Nuclear Society
By Koichi Hasegawa

It finally dawned on us. The government was unreliable. Politicians and bureau-
crats were unreliable. The media were untrustworthy. The brutal reality hit us that
we had to protect ourselves....
Written in the immediate aftermath of the earthquake and accident at the Fukushima

Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, this compelling account of the events of 3/11 begins

with the accident and its immediate impact on Japan. It then expands to form a criti-

cal analysis of the global nuclear power industry, providing a framework through

which to explain Japan’s continued re-

liance on nuclear power despite wide-

spread public concern.

300pp | Oct 2015 | Disc. Price $71.96
978 1 920901 25 7 | h/b | $89.95
Trans Pacific Press

CHINA’S URBANIZATION: 
THEORIES, STRATEGIES 

AND POLICIES
By Ma Huaili (Anhui U.)

China is in transition from an agricultural society to a

newly industrialized one. As a result, the ‘urbaniza-

tion’ of cities is an inevitable process for further devel-

opment. Author Huaili examines the development of

urbanization in China, analyzing the strategies, poli-

cies, and economic theories of the Chinese govern-

ment during the process. The historical process, the

realistic pathway, the future direction, the objectives,

the challenges and the warnings are all covered. Also

included are chapters on how urbanization, the result

of modernization, is the necessary way forward for a

moderately prosperous society.

218pp | color ills. | 2015 | Disc. Price $120.00
978 1 84464 416 2 | h/b | $150.00
Paths International

BOROBUDUR AS 
CULTURAL LANDSCAPE
Local Communities’ Initiatives for the Evolutive
Conservation of Pusaka Saujana BOROBUDUR
Ed. by Kiyoko Kanki (Kyoto U.), 
Laretna T. Adishakti (Gadjah Mada U., Indonesia) 
and Titin Fatimah (Tarumanagara U., Indonesia)

Borobudur is a 9th-century Buddhist temple site in Central

Java, Indonesia. As a cultural landscape, Borobudur is a site

of active discussion. The comprehensive volume looks at

the regional planning system, and describes the history and

potential of local communities and organizations with a

focus on tourism and development. Also included is a dis-

cussion by academics and local community members on the

topic of cultural land-

scape heritage and ‘evo-

lutive conservation.’

256pp | ills. | 2015 | Disc. Price $67.96
978 1 920901 67 7 | h/b | $84.95
Trans Pacific Press
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THE PLAUSIBILITY OF POLICY
Case Studies from the Social Domain
By Vasco Lub

The social domain has seen a growing debate on the effectiveness

of public measures. The realization is taking shape that the legiti-

macy of social policies — such as the socialization of vulnerable

groups, anti-radicalization programs, and regeneration projects in

deprived neighborhoods — has to go beyond the intuition that

they "should" work. Results should be proven using alternative

approaches that assess the likelihood of social policy measures

achieving their intended effects. In doing so, such measures can be assessed to see to

what degree the claims of an intended effect can

be substantiated. Author Lub argues policy as-

sumptions must be analyzed in the context of

existing scientific data.

LAW AND ANTHROPOLOGY
(Second Edition)
By Wolfgang Fikentscher

Now in its second edition, with additional supplementary ma-

terial, Wolfgang Fikentscher gives readers one of the first sys-

tematic presentations of the entire field of law and

anthropology. This book combines cultural approaches with

behavioral approaches, as well as theoretical approaches with

practical ‘applied’ approaches. Additionally, he delves into the

history and literature of cultural anthropology, focusing pri-

marily on law with occasional forays into economics, political

science, and religion. This will be a must-read for those inter-

ested in the study of law, anthropology, and related fields.

608pp | Oct. 2015 | Disc. Price $240.00
978 1 84946 789 6 | h/b | $300.00
Beck/Hart, a joint imprint of Hart Publishing, Oxford

NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENTS 
FOR CORRUPTION OFFENCES
A European Perspective
Ed. by Abiola O. Makinwa (Hague U. of Applied Sciences)

The United States’ practice of negotiated settlements for corruption

offenses has proven to be of growing importance. But do these set-

tlements align with Europe’s criminal law enforcement systems?

The spread of such settlements as a mechanism for anti-corruption

enforcement in other countries raises the question of how the Eu-

ropean Union should respond to this develop-

ment. Included here are the findings of

national rapporteurs and experts at the 2014

seminar on ‘Negotiated Settlements for Cor-

ruption Offences: A European Perspective.’

EXPLORING CULTURAL RIGHTS
AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY

An Introduction with Selected Legal Materials
By Janet Blake (U. of Shahid Beheshti)

Over recent years, the subject of cultural rights has ex-

panded greatly, from that of a national culture avail-

able to all citizens, to the non-material elements of

heritage which, in turn, involves the idea of active

public participation in the decision-making process.

The first section of this book sets out the broader con-

text in which cultural rights and diversity operate, and

examines the concept of cultural diversity and its ap-

plications to human rights theory. The second section

includes, in summary form, various texts (treaties,

other legal instruments, and political texts) relevant to

cultural rights and cultural diversity.

250pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $48.00
978 1 903987 34 6 | p/b | $60.00
Institute of Art and Law

MARRIAGE RITES AND RIGHTS
Ed. by Joanna Miles, Perveez Mody 

and Rebecca Probert

Recent years have seen extensive discussion about the

continuing retreat from marriage, the increasing de-

mand for the right to marry from previously excluded

groups, and the need to protect those who do not wish

to marry from being forced to do so. At the same time,

couples are spending more than ever before on getting

married. It is therefore timely to reflect on the rites of

marriage, as well as the right to marry (or not to

marry), and the relationship between them. Focusing

on England and Wales, this new interdisciplinary col-

lection explores in depth the specific issues arising

from this jurisdiction’s Anglican heritage, demographic

development, current laws and social practices.

320pp | Sept. 2015 | Disc. Price $56.00
978 1 84946 913 5 | p/b | $70.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford

SOCIO-LEGAL STUDIES

LAW AND CORPORATE BEHAVIOUR
Integrating Theories of Regulation, 
Enforcement, Compliance and Ethics
By Christopher Hodges

Christopher Hodges examines the theories and practice of how

corporate behavior can be controlled through legal techniques.

Leading examples of the various approaches are given in order to

illustrate models, such as: private enforcement of law through lit-

igation in the US; public enforcement of competition law by the

European Commission; and the reform of policies of regulatory

law in the UK. A holistic model for maximizing

compliance within large organizations is sug-

gested, combining public regulatory and crimi-

nal controls with internal corporate systems.

750pp | Oct. 2015 | Disc. Price $128.00
978 1 84946 653 0 | h/b | $160.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford

128pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $24.00
978 94 6236 469 1 | p/b | $30.00
Eleven International Publishing

232pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $60.00
978 94 6236 452 3 | p/b | $75.00
Eleven International Publishing
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REMORSE, PENAL THEORY 
AND SENTENCING

By Hannah Maslen (U. of Oxford)

The contested but under-discussed question in the field

of criminal sentencing is whether an offender’s re-

morse should affect the sentence he or she receives.

Remorse is recognized as a legitimate mitigating fac-

tor in many sentencing regimes around the world, with

powerful effects on sentence severity. Although there

has been some discussion of whether this practice can

be justified within the literature on sentencing and

penal theory, Hannah Maslen provides the first com-

prehensive and in-depth study of possible theoretical

justifications.

CRIMINOLOGY

ADMINISTRATIVE MEASURES 
TO PREVENT AND TACKLE CRIME
Legal Possibilities and Practical 
Application in EU Member States
Ed. by A.C.M. Spapens (Tilburg U.), 
M. Peters (Tilburg U.) and D. Van Daele (KU Leuven)

Criminals involved in organized crime often invest money in

legal activities and businesses to exploit the revenues of their

crimes. The European Commission awarded a grant to conduct

a study on how administrative bodies and tradi-

tional law enforcement organizations could ex-

change information on such criminal activity within

EU Member States. The underlying report pre-

sented in this book is the result of this grant.

726pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $78.00
978 94 6236 579 7 | h/b | $97.50
Eleven International Publishing

232pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $64.00
978 1 84946 543 4 | h/b | $80.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford

POSITIVE CRIMINOLOGY
Reflections on Care, Belonging and Security
Ed. by  Marc Schuilenburg, Ronald van Steden (Both at VU U.)
and Brenda Oude Breuil (Utrecht U.)

Safety and security are often seen in light of crime, disorder, and

fear. This fuels a political and social climate obsessed with a nega-

tive logic of 'fighting' criminals, 'controlling' populations, and 'ex-

cluding' unwanted others. In this multidisciplinary book, the

concept of security is taken beyond traditional criminal law to

show that security also includes notions of care,

trust, and belonging. Cutting edge theoretical and

empirical analyses on the importance of human con-

nectedness, community building, and feelings of

solidarity are presented as a way to resist hege-

monic and negative meanings of security.

156pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $56.00
978 94 6236 444 8 | p/b | $70.00
Eleven International Publishing

DESISTANCE, SOCIAL ORDER 
AND RESPONSES TO CRIME
Today’s Security Issues
Ed. by Joanna Shapland, et al.

This selection of criminology papers from the second GERN

(European Research Group into Norms) Doctoral Conference fo-

cuses on three themes: desistance from offending, creating and

recreating social order, and responses to crime and violence. As

the second volume in this series of research papers, this book

continues the ambition of GERN to monitor and disseminate important new studies on

European criminology/security issues. The GERN

Research Paper series contributes to new ap-

proaches and re-evaluates the heritage of social

sciences in the security domain.

200pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $44.00
978 90 466 0693 3 | p/b | $55.00
Maklu Publishers

FACTS MATTER: A STUDY INTO THE
CASUISTRY OF SUBSTANTIVE 

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW
By Marjolein Cupido (VU U., Amsterdam)

The creation of the International Criminal Tribunals

and the International Criminal Court has transformed

rudimentary notions of accountability for mass atroc-

ity into comprehensive concepts of individual criminal

responsibility for crimes against humanity. This book

takes the theory and methodology of casuistry as a

starting point for assessing three substantive legal is-

sues: the policy element of crimes against humanity,

the distinction between Joint Criminal Enterprise and

joint perpetration, and the contextual embedding of

genocide.

228pp | 2015 | Disc. Price $78.00
978 94 6290 034 9 | p/b | $97.50
Eleven International Publishing

OUTSIDERS AMONGST OUTSIDERS
A Cultural Criminological Perspective 
on the Sub-Subcultural World 
of Women in the Yakuza Underworld
By Rié Alkemade

This dissertation discusses an intriguing but lesser-known

aspect of the infamous yakuza subculture: the wives. Travel-

ing across the yakuza pyramid, these women’s subjective

perceptions regarding their own positions, and how they ex-

press these perceptions through popular media depictions,

are examined. Further explored are the ways in which these

women have adapted to their set of circumstances by creat-

ing an exclusively female ‘sub-subculture’ within the

yakuza itself in which they create a sense of solidarity,

pride, and confident identities

by adopting and mimicking

the yakuza rituals and cus-

toms as their own.

104pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $16.00
978 94 6240 193 8 | p/b | $20.00
Wolf Legal Publishers
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